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Evolving Postal Ecosystem
Executive Summary
The Postal Service is one of the most respected institutions in the World.
Similarly, Logistics organisations are recognized for their critical contribution to
the functioning of economic activity and everyday life. This Report is an attempt
to highlight the dimensions of change that are taking place in the Postal Business
in today’s world. Threats and challenges are nothing new for the Postal services
and the Post has maintained its relevance through the decades as a trusted
service provider on the one hand and an organization that has excellent and
committed workers on the other. This report looks at the various challenges that
face Postal organisations, the management as well as the workers. The
challenges have been divided into IT and infrastructure cluster, Human and
capacity building cluster, organization and regulatory, and other clusters. Next
, this report analyses the strategies of Postal organisations in meeting the
challenges. The steps taken by Posts as part of those strategies will surely impact
the working conditions, size and structure of offices , method of employment ,
benefits for workers and families . This paper has tried to briefly cover the
impact and the future work conditions also. In terms of possible responses by
Postal Workers Unions and Associations, the emphasis of this paper is on positive
and pro-active cooperation so that the Postal ship can be effectively steered in
the stormy waters of the 21st century digital age.
Postal Workers’ Unions have played a formidable role in getting many rights,
benefits and dignity for Postal workers over many decades. That role will
remain very significant tomorrow as well, all be it, in a manner in which unions
and management work in an atmosphere of trust and cooperation for benefiting
the survival of the Postal Business.
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The conclusions arrived at in the report are the following
1. Technology induction and automation is a given fact in the years to come.
2. The Posts have a wonderful opportunity to earn revenues with the
growth of e-commerce mail items
3. Financial services diversification is a profitable and the fastest growing
diversification strategy for the Posts all over
4. The workplace of tomorrow will be totally technology driven, hence
postal workers must develop their skills
5. Trade Unions must encourage workers, especially those that are
vulnerable or low skilled to enhance their confidence and value for the
organisation
6. Partnerships not Privatisation is the answer to streamlining and making
operations modern and efficient
7. There should be a demand for more work for regular employees
8. Millennials want effective mentoring from senior management and effective
collaboration

throughout

their

workplace.

Hence,

leadership

at

Management and Union level must keep younger employees engaged
through coaching and mentoring without an “us vs them” outlook.
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Postal Business in the New
Economy
1.Trends in the
Postal industry

E V O L V I N G P O S TA L E C O S Y S T E M

The broad trends are
1. Digital
Substitution

2. Declining letter
mail volumes
3. Liberalisation &
market Opening
for non-USO
services
4. Rising cost of
USO services
5. Diversification
into new areas

6. New work
culture and
practices

Introduction:
I wish I could buy a crystal ball from e-bay and look into it like a gypsy
queen and see through into the future of the posts. Nope, I can’t. Even the
most intelligent Artificial intelligence machine can’t tell the future. So let’s
do it the hard way and sift through what we know, see and observe in the
World around us and then fit it all together into the Postal context. Once
we do that, we can then look at the coming decade in terms of the impacts
and challenges which will be faced by …. Who? Yes, the Posts, the
employees, all the stakeholders in a nutshell.
Yet, while discerning tends that will impact the Posts is easy, the difficulty lies
in assessing the impact on Posts in individual countries. We often see that over
the past few decades, what were the trends which had an impact on or
seriously affected the common concerns and interests of what are actually
very different Postal Organisations is quite difficult to pin point because
different postal organisations vary a lot, both in terms of the socio
–economic conditions they face as well as the business and technological
environment that they operate in. Hence, general trends which will define
the Postal Business everywhere is what we will focus on.
Please treat the above paragraph as a disclaimer, and as we move ahead
we will first look at broad macro trends in the New Economy in terms of
business strategy and technology which no post can escape from.

The “New Economy” is an interesting term. While seemingly harmless
or innocuous, it contains a fantastic set of characteristics that describe the
world around us in this the 2nd half of the 2nd decade of the 21st Century.
In this introduction, I would like to put forward some of the assumptions I
have made in dealing with the various characteristics of the New Economy
and how the Postal Business will be evolving in it.
Therefore, in this paper, when we speak of the New Economy we shall
basically be referring the following.
1. The new economy is a service based economy as different from a
manufacturing based economy.
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2. The new economy involves new kind of companies that provide services which did not exist 20 years
ago. The most basic example would be the existence of (a) on-line retailers , (b) crowd funding
websites(where a venture or project is funded by a large number of people) totally on an internet
platform – with its own business and revenue model, (c) Mass customization manufacturers (d) Social
media as a driver of consumer demand (e ) Sharing Economy – where collaboration and pooling of
resources by a group of individuals is carried out to provide a particular service – based totally on an
IT applications for buying and selling the service – UBER taxis is a classic example of this.
3. Knowledge economy – where abundant amounts of knowledge is available and where geographical
location is less important. Human capital and ideas are the main components of value creation.
Ok, fair enough you may say – what’s the post and logistics got to do with all of this?
The answer is – a LOT. This is because the new economy which is unfolding before our
eyes is changing the way business – whether it is pure manufacturing, trade or services, is done. It is
creating short cuts and breaking down old models of managing, marketing, and, in a nutshell, making
money. The Posts and Logistics are an integral part of society and economy and so they are stakeholders
in the new economy.
The dynamics of the new economy is impacting large and small businesses and industries alike.
The arrival of new business models has led to changes in the meaning of Competitive Advantage.
Competitive Advantage, in the traditional sense meant, the creation of a situation in which the products
and services offered by an organisation were chosen by customers instead of the product or service of their
competitors. In the new economy, being cheaper or efficient or value for money is not enough. Being
Agile, Technology driven, convenient and of course, innovative is the key driver for competitive success
in today’s world.
The customer herself is in a new avatar in the new economy. She has much more choice, has
limitless information at her fingertips and is actually deciding everything i.e. this is a pull economy rather
than a push economy.
The posts and logistics have historically been in the communications and items movement business.
Fortunately, the role of delivering mail items is something which is a very significant and integral part
of the new economy. Hence, we could say that the future of Posts and Logistics is in fact Bright, provided
the Posts adjust to the demands of the new economy.
Therefore, in this report, we will look at the adjustments that the posts are making and the way
postal business is evolving. Second, we will look at possible future trends and the impact of those trends
on the thinking and strategies made by the Posts. Third, we will look at the impact that the future
adjustment strategies of the postal managements will have on the workplace, postal staff and the
organizational structure of the Posts as a whole.
Fourthly, as the Posts are re-framing their strategies according to the circumstances, it is pertinent to
keep in mind that while it is easy to frame a plan or strategic priority, the strategy must take into account
all the obstacles, weaknesses or challenges which the organization faces. Hence this report will also
identify challenges that the posts face both internal and external in achieving postal goals in the New
Economy. What steps they are taking to meet the challenges and what will be the impact on the
workplace as those solutions are implemented.

So the big picture looks something like this:
a)

Economic trends: The previous decade and a half was one of continuous globalization, in which no

country could remain economically isolated from International events. As a result, the financial crisis of 20072008 had a serious impact on all countries and resulted in declining trade and manufacturing,
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primarily due to fall in consumption by the industrialized countries. As of 2016 onwards, there appears
to be an economic recovery with higher growth rates expected in almost all the industrialized economies
especially the USA. Hence greater risk appetite, rising oil prices and GDP growth in both developed
and emerging economies made the mood rather cheerful at the Davos meeting in 2017. However, there
is another trend which is emerging and that is Protectionism – and bilateral trade agreements .This is
clearly evident from the message of the new American President and the exit of Great Britain form the
European Union.
Added to this is that along with trade wars. There is increasing concern over geo-political risk, which
has also increased, with right wing conservative leaders emerging in most countries who pride in defying
the niceties of traditional diplomacy. Other macro – economic factors which deserve mentioning are the
emphasis on green growth, especially with rising energy costs. Major demographic changes in all
countries in terms of life expectancy, percentage of elderly population ( growing steadily in
industrialized countries ) and younger population ( growing to a huge majority in developing countries)
. Movement of populations from developing world into advanced countries will continue until the latter
is forced by domestic pressure to a complete halt.
All the above trends will have an indirect impact on trade and commerce and will therefore affect the
postal and cargo industry. Nevertheless the trend is more positive i.e. Growth oriented than negative
and hence postal parcel and package business will continue to be the fastest growth area.

Evolving Postal Sector- Historically the Postal Business has been Evolving along with the
changes in the wider economy and socio-political environment.

- Around 150 years ago the Post was the primary entity providing communication services to
all through the Mail business
- Between 1910 and the 1960’s, Mail was till primary but Telecom Services were also
provided by the Posts with parcels and Financial Services also in the Product mix.
- The period from the 1970’s to 2000 – it was still mail but Express, Parcels and Logistics and
freight, Telecom and Financial services also became significant in the Postal Product Portfolio
and comprised of a significant portion of the Postal revenue, man power allocation and business
growth .Private operators expanded their business in Express, freight and Logistics and Posts
began to think and act in more commercial terms.
- From 2000 to the present. The changing regulatory environment in most countries has
brought about Liberalization, Privatization and higher competition. Technological changes,
markets getting digitalized with ICT technology converging the Physical financial and digital
world has meant that business cannot exist outside these 3 realms. Therefore, the Posts are
transforming themselves into 3D providers with physical, digital and financial services.
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b) the postal sector is witnessing the following trends in a big way :
Postal Products and Services
The Posts provide a number of products and services either run and controlled directly by the posts
or carried out as important agency functions for other organisations especially the national
governments. Most Organisations and governments look at the posts as a very useful channel of
distribution due to its extensive network, experienced staff who are trusted and are well known to
the public. The posts also perform social service and are committed to Universal service provision for
all citizens in all areas. As such, the posts are large entities usually with a culture which is solid,
hierarchical, and less flexible and
at times less business oriented
than the private sector Postal
players.
The broad types of Postal services
which are most relevant today, and
in the coming years have been
identified in the figure on the right.
I have divided them into four areas
Pure Postal, Financial, Retail
Agency and Logistics. The new baby
in the postal service bouquet is ecommerce business
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which rests on the core competencies that the posts has in the other four areas.

The New economy has brought major changes to the environment in which the posts is functioning.
Firstly, let’s look at the Postal mail business. Technology has had a disruptive impact on the way the
consumer at large communicates, receives items, or carries out financial transactions. Of course, the
most visible is personal communications which is now voice, video and message based – the letter is
out of the frame of the customers mind completely. Next comes business mail which had been until
recently, a stable source of mail volumes but that is also declining sharply.
Digital substitution of letter mail including all commercial and financial mails has taken place
universally and as a corollary to this, there is declining mail volumes of letter mails and documents
across the board. This is common knowledge and is visible in the table below. This trend is likely to
become much sharper in the years to come.
We will now look at some statistics and analyses carried out by important Postal entities.

The table above, refers to International Mail Traffic, yet it is quite indicative of the trends in domestic mail
traffic also as we shall see later. The table shows the core business of the Posts in terms of revenues and volumes
of letter mail on the one hand and Parcels/Express on the other. From which the following is revealed
1. Revenues from letter business for the Posts grew between 1998 and 2008 but declined between
2008 and 2015
2. Revenues and volumes of Parcel/Express mails has grown steadily and has almost doubled in 17
years between 1998 and 2015.
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3. For non designated operators (read couriers and logistics companies) the revenues and volumes from
letters grew a lot between 1998 and 2008 but tapered off or slowed down from 2008-2015.
4. Revenue and volumes from parcel business for non-Posts has grown steadily from 1998-2008 and up
to 2015 also.
What the figures in the table show is evidence of what we have all been observing in the last few years. The
decline of mail is sharp but may perhaps slow
down a little due to greater number of small
packet mails (generated by e-commerce) which
weigh less than 200g and are letter mail. This
POSTAL REVENUE GROWTH HAS BEEN
trend clearly shows that all operations of the Posts
STRONGEST IN THOSE MARKETS WHERE
related to letter mail processing etc. will surely be
impacted even more in the coming years as this
GROWTH IN E-COMMERCE SALES HAS BEEN
trend is unstoppable. A similar story, in reverse, is
HIGHEST AND RELIANCE ON TRADITIONAL
true for parcels and express which will require a
MAIL REVENUE HAS BEEN LOWEST.
redesigning of operations, infrastructure, costing,
hiring and managing due to growing volumes in
this area.
Dr. Herbert-Michael Zapf
CEO Intl. Post Corporation

In a 2016 Report by Accenture Consulting titled
“The New Delivery Reality” the Mail services of
31 Postal Operators and some Integrators were surveyed showing the following trends.
1. While Parcel volumes are growing, the margins and pricing power in the hands of postal players is
declining.
2. Revenue per package is declining due to competitive pressures to keep prices low.
3. The High Parcel growth trend is further substantiated by this report. The study shows that between 2013
and 2015 parcel volumes (domestic) handled by the Posts grew by 8% annually as compared to non
Posts. Similarly revenue from parcels grew at 7.1% per annum for Posts as against 3.4% for non-Posts.
As per this report, between 2014 and 2015 average letter mail volume decline was 4.5%.
4. The decline of mail volumes has slowed down due to growing advertising direct mail in the domestic
markets. The study also mentioned that tariffs or prices for letter mails have gone up.
5. In terms of revenue performance, out of the 31 Posts and couriers studied, the top 10 performers had
seen a total growth in revenue of 5.2%, while middle performers saw 4% growth per year. The bottom
11 in the survey had -0.5% growth in the last 3 years. SingPost, Post Italiane, and USPS were in the
group of top performers. They managed to expand revenues by bringing about greater efficiency in
the mail business, investing in automation, smarter pricing by increasing tariffs and investing in digital
enhancements to the regular mail. Now, this was done without substantial reduction of staff and it
resulted in mail actually becoming profitable for USPS , Royal mail, Italiane Post, Australia Post and
Austria Post, which are clearly named in the report.
6. An example of the kind of steps taken to promote mail business is that of USPS. The USPS actually
bought a smart business analytics software which could identify when and which customers of USPS were
likely to shift to another competitor, i.e. Predict customer defection! USPS pro-actively reached out to
such customers and in effect, saved potential revenue loss.
7. Hence form these trends, it is seen that the overall performance of many Posts is showing signs of
improvement, especially in the mail and parcel revenue streams all over the world. This is mainly
attributed to the growth of B2C e-commerce. The statistics are proving these assumptions correct and
rising business is seen mostly in those countries where on-line shopping is growing.
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Postal
Operators
surveyed
Accenture
Top 10

AVERAGE MAIL
EBIT IN 2015
by
15.9%

MEDIAN MAIL PIECES
PER
POSTAL
EMPLOYEE
101,218

Middle 10

8.7%

81,265

Bottom 11

-9.4%

82,250

Similar findings are also reported in the UNCTAD report on Global ICT Trends and E-commerce titled
“The Information Economy Report, 2015” In which the following figures clearly depict the trends in
postal business.
Letter and Parcels Traffic Handled by the Posts from 2000-2012, Index year 2000=100
Letter and Parcels Traffic Handled by the Posts from 2000-2012, Index year 2000=100

We can see in the above figure that Domestic and International letter mail have shown a steady
decline. Domestic letter mail fell by 20% in 12 years and International letter mail dropped by 50%. On
the other hand Parcel mail, both domestic and International has gone up by 38 % during the same
period.
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Competition between Posts
Another new trend is that while earlier different Posts were essentially collaborating with each other, now
there is a new option of competing directly for business with each other especially in countries where the markets are
being liberalized. While earlier there were extra territorial offices of exchange (ETOEs) i.e. a mail center of another
country in our country, now rather than setting up ETOEs, Posts have created companies or bought companies which
book mail items in net exporting countries e.g. Singapore and China. This works as a revenue generator booth in
terms of new business, more streamlined operations, and perhaps a saving on other costs. Similarly, there is a trend
to directly inject mails into destination countries and save on terminal dues. Thirdly, a country A may send mails for
delivery in country B, while the original sender resides in country C.

Direct mail, when clubbed with digital marketing is once again a very attractive method for boosting sales for
many Posts especially in the industrialized countries. Personalized Direct mail is found more effective than social
media marketing. Hence revenues from this source are likely to remain relevant for some time especially if the
direct mail for advertising is cross media i.e. the physical and electronic are combined.
Hence while on the one hand digital substitution of physical mail is causing letter mail to fall, the growth of highspeed broadband and mobile technology is boosting e-commerce and thereby adding to package volumes.

Expansion of E-Commerce as a Revenue Stream
E-commerce fulfillment is the fastest growing segment for the posts in all countries with double digit growth
witnessed by most posts in both volume and value. A recent survey on e-commerce in Europe found that 72%
of the respondents (approx. 24000) who had bought items on-line, had used the posts for delivery. Hence
looking ahead, the story of e-commerce as the primary driver of Postal mail business is going to continue for
the next decade. However, the opportunity provided by e-commerce can be exploited only if the Post make
critical changes in the way they operate. And some Posts are beginning to make those changes.
The Asian Pacific Region is seeing the fastest growth in e-commerce with year on year growth of over 30%. In
the near future more than half of all e-commerce revenue will be generated from Asia Pacific.
The UNCTAD Report has released the following estimates for the total sales for Business to Consumer (B2C) ecommerce in the various regions of the worlds and also the number of on- line buyers in the different regions of
the world.
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(Source e-marketer.com 2014 & UNCTAD report 2015)

(Global Region wise estimated number of on-line buyers 2013 and 2018, UNCTAD Report 2015)

The Asia- Pacific region is clearly the highest growing in terms of percentage in both cases. Therefore, the
growth of e-commerce will increase the volume of e-commerce packages which have to be transported and
delivered by the posts and other service providers.
In order to fully reap the potential of e-commerce and to respond best to the needs of e-retailers and in
particular Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) – posts are aiming to be active across the e-commerce value
chain from procurement, website development, and marketing to transport, customs clearance , payment
fulfillment, delivery, returns and customer service. Several postal Operators have launched strategies in this
direction.
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Cross border e-commerce
Cross border e-commerce is set to grow by 10% per annum from 2018 onwards. The competition in cross border ecommerce is very fierce and e-tailers, freight forwarders and consolidators are partnering with each other to achieve
easier and more streamlined shipping, transportation, customs clearance and deliveries. This kind of consolidation
reduces operating costs and therefore puts such players at a price advantage vis a vis the posts.
Therefore, Posts will have much stiffer competition in this area – primarily due to lengthy processes that consume
precious time. On the price front the posts are still at an advantage especially for Asian countries sending to the west
since the low terminal dues system means that mail exported from Asia can be priced quite cheaply. Consumers are
very particular about low delivery cost when purchasing something form another country on-line.

Hence as far as e-commerce trends are concerned, there is a rapid emergence of new business models with
players moving up and down the value chain in order to maximize their growth. Hence Postal companies ,
instead of just doing the last mile delivery, are instead managing warehousing , distribution , consolidated
deliveries , setting up shopping portals , engaging pick up and transport for small enterprises etc. on the one
hand , while Amazon and Lazada are entering into delivery and collecting payments, on the other. Same day
delivery is a new concept in the postal world for groceries and food items. The problem which arises with things
like “same day delivery”, is that the customer is getting spoilt for choice, her expectations are rising and hence
the posts will have to gear up to things like same day delivery.
We will look at the impact of the e-commerce growth volumes on the delivery operations of the Posts later in
this report.
Scenario for Financial Services
Postal financial services are a very important component of postal revenues in many countries. This area is also
witnessing rapid transformations and disruptive forces due to the tremendous growth in new ICT
technologies.The key components of ICTs impacting financial services are Smart phones and mobile money.
Smart phones enable mobile based transactions and the availability of monetary currency on a mobile phone or
smart phone increases the opportunities for a seamless, paper less commerce and access to banking and eshopping anywhere.
Already mobile wallets are being used for –top ups, transferring air-time, transferring money to a mobile
phone, form one’s bank account, transferring from one mobile to another mobile account or bank account ,
making cashless payments at kiosks etc.
Some Posts have already responded to this by providing their own financial services on-line with most options are
being made available on mobile devices. However, it has been found that even when posts have added new online applications for their financial services, the essential feature is that the postal financial services are based
more on the interaction of the customer at the post office, which means that some sort of physical component
still remains. One advantage of having a physical relationship is that people trust the post, the post office is always
accessible since it has a physical location and is not “faceless”. Hence functioning in this scenario can be beneficial
for the posts even if it is a “me too” postal branded financial service.
In countries of Asia and the Pacific, the posts have had strong government support in the running of financial
services. Hence in the long run, postal financial services can be successful if the support is maintained by proper
lobbying at top management level with the respective governments.
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However, even with government support, postal financial services have to take up a relevant and new
attractiveness for the customer to remain afloat. For example Post Italiane invested in mobile technologies and
now provides Poste mobile i.e. Mobile voice, text and data services, and they married the mobile services with
the Italian Post Bank in order to provide customers with a means of payment from their Banco Posta accounts.
Hence m-payments, banking and m-commerce became easily

“POSTS HAVE COME TO REALIZE
THAT THERE IS LIFE BEYOND
LETTERS”

available for the customer from a trusted agency. This is out of the box
thinking and the 3 million active customers shows that the venture
was successful. What was key to the success of this venture was that
it was based on economies of scope i.e. Post Italiane concentrated on
scope rather than scale, converging three elements into one attractive
platform. They have even developed mobile apps which allow nonPost mobile users to use the financial

services. This shows that postal financial services on an electronic platform can succeed only if they have features
which are attractive to the customer as against other providers.
As it happens, Postal Life Insurance and postal banking will remain highly attractive as long as they are fully
computerized since trust and familiarity are very important considerations for customers before they make a
switch to another provider for financial services.
Next, I would like to focus on the relative focus on financial services versus mail services (including logistics)
Financial services for their part, do not have a USO component like the mail services . They have depended less
on subsidies and have been self-sufficient or profitable. However, what about in the years to come? Firstly, if
Deutsche Post and Post NL are anything to go by, the post office retail network was fully transferred to the Post
bank operations as a strategic decision by these Posts. You actually don’t need a post office to provide mail
services, hence postal counters for accepting mail were re- located to super markets and convenience stores in
these countries over 15 years ago.

Other options for the Posts in the current scenario
Postal business in the New Economy will broadly be in Parcel business and financial services – both requiring a
different network and retail presence. Great re-design of postal outlets is likely. Parcel collection and drop off
points require a physical presence, on one hand, and financial services also require a point of presence in some
way or another. Posts have to make a strategic decision whether to continue to depend on financial services as
the core revenue generator, or should they focus more on mail and logistics?
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Some examples of the other ICT based services which Posts introducing are listed in the table below:
New e-Service

Description

Postal electronic mailbox

Enables the sending of electronic messages by an authenticated mailer,
delivery to the authenticated addressee, and access, management and
storage of electronic messages and information for the authenticated
addressee.

Online direct mail

Delivery of advertising and/or other promotional communications by
the Post via electronic means.

Hybrid mail

Enables the sender to post an original message in either physical or
electronic form, which is then electronically processed and converted
into a physical or electronic message for delivery to the addressee. Also
includes services such as "transactional printing" offered to large
enterprises.

E-administration:
ordering/applications/
registrations

online Customers can apply for/order/register official documents through the
postal website (e.g. passport, driving license, university registration).

Digital identity services

The Post issues a digital identity legally identifying its customers. The
digital identity can be secured with a simple electronic authentication
using a password, or with more secure authentication technologies
based on cryptography and public key infrastructure.

GIS information to
gather
customer profiles along delivery
route and Enhance quality of
service, reliability and efficiency
of the postal networks
Online
address
cleansing
services

Database, Network linking databases of storages, GPS tracking of
transports, Information available at centralized location, payment
platform

Digital archive

The Post converts physical documents and data and stores them in
legally compliant and legally verifiable electronic archives (e-archives),
using industry standards. The management of a digital archive entails
the development, structuring, set-up and operation of a complete
digital archiving process on the basis of recognized industry standards.

Enables small business mailers to electronically validate their list of
addresses by uploading them to the Post's website

Some postal organisations are seriously contemplating a role for the
Posts as a Central Repository of De-materialized information and data.
The basic premise is that while all customers and people associated with
the Post leave a digital footprint, this data can be analyzed, categorized
and stored. Data can provide trends , addresses , demographic profile
and habits which can greatly help the Posts or a third party use the
information for planning and marketing campaigns in a more focused
and potentially successful manner
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There are in fact a number of other services or e-services introduced in many countries. Their success has been
mixed, and has depended to a great extent on adoption by the customer, understanding and effort on part of
the postal staff and marketing. Nonetheless even though success in such services is not guaranteed, Posts all
over have felt the need to diversify into such digital activities which are linked to the existing traditional services.
Digital services need to be based on physical assets and services to bring value to customers which competitors
cannot provide. Furthermore, the huge amount of data that the posts possesses can be made available to
external developers for integration with their own websites and platforms for a fee. This practice is legal and can
generate huge revenues for the posts.

Customer Focus: The old
adage “are we able to
delight our customers and
help their business grow?” is
even more relevant today
than before. The customer
of today is the e-commerce
seller as well as the final
consumer
or
on-line
shopper.
The Postal market is
changing both due to
changing regulations and
liberalization on the one
hand, and to changing
Lifestyles, modes of communication and behavior of people in the digital age on the other.
Posts are increasingly feeling the need to engage with the customers via digital touch points. The customer
is greatly influenced by social media therefore the post office has to be visible in that sphere. Furthermore
feedback from customers via social media is a great opportunity to make improvements and adjustments,
even though the feedback may be mostly negative.
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Technology is driving all operations at the workplace: E-commerce and all logistics operations associated with
it are fully dependent upon a robust IT system. Even last mile delivery may involve a lot of communication
between the receiver and the delivery person which will get facilitated by technology. Going forward, most
postal organisations are already or will be setting up fully integrated Logistics IT platforms and this will have
a number of operational implications for the posts.
The current trends in the Postal Industry are being watched and acted upon by the Postal Administrations in all
countries. They are also aware of certain challenges which are both internal and external which have to be tackled
for achieving their goals in the New Economy. We shall look at these challenges in the next section.
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Part 2 Goals
Challenges

&

2.CURRENTSTRATEGICGOALSOFTHE
POSTSANDCURRENTCHALLENGES

The previous section had
highlighted
discernible
trends in the postal world
in order to gauge the
forces impacting the posts.
Based on these impacts,
this section is going to
look at what decisions are
being made
and
strategic
goals
defined or re-designed.

POSTALSTRATEGIESINTHECURRENTCO
NTEXT

“Postal Business in the
New Economy will be
based on the needs and
expectations
of
the
customers of the future”

It appears that the Top
Managements in most Postal
Organisations are adopting
similar
“Play
to
Win”
strategies and are confident
to make changes and diversify
rather than being defensive or
having a “playing not to lose
strategy.”

I analyzed the Vision and Mission statements in the annual reports of
some postal organisations, namely USPS, China Post, Japan Post, India
Post, Royal mail, POS Malaysia, Korea Post and Thailand Post in order
to gauge the current strategic thinking. I found the following
commonalities in the strategic priorities of these posts which are listed
in the table below.

Strategic Priorities of the Postal Sector
Enhance quality of service, reliability and efficiency of the
postal networks
Increase postal integrity and security and develop adequate
standards and regulations
Improve existing and introduce new postal products and
services (as per Istanbul Postal Strategy)
Improve availability of infrastructure to the remotest areas
and use ICTs for this
Facilitate Medium Small and Micro Enterprises (MSMEs) to
reach a global market leveraging on postal infrastructure
and e-commerce,
Efficiency and Cost saving in Postal Operations
Improve brand of Posts and make them relevant or
attractive to the customer in the future.
Financial Inclusion- promotion of Banking , Remittance and
Insurance services
Improve the interoperability of the international postal
network-(as per Istanbul Postal Strategy)
Investment to support profit expansion and productivity
improvement
Promote centralized processing to enhance operational
efficiency
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CHALLENGES
TO
AND

ACHIEVING

POSTAL

GOALS

PRIORITIES

The strategic priorities that have been set by most postal operators have to contend with a number of
challenges both due to internal issues and external factors or pressures. Our objective is to understand that
posts will have to or are already trying to address these challenges so that they can successfully achieve their
goals. While they find solutions to meet those challenges they will definitely make a large number of changes
in their respective organisations and this will actually shape the postal business and working environment in
the new economy of the future. I have tried to club the various types of challenges to postal priorities into
clusters which are as follows:

-

Postal IT network cluster
Human and institution capacity cluster
Financial and investment cluster
Policy and regulatory cluster
Management, marketing and branding cluster
Operational infrastructure, logistics and supply chain management cluster
External competition and business environment cluster

Postal IT network cluster challenges

Outdated equipment and databases
Lack of integration of IT Infrastructure in posts
Lack of data analytics, systems and procedures
Lack of IT security policy- proliferation of frauds

Absence of inter-operability between Domestic and
International (UPU) Softwares
Poor broadband connectivity in remote areas
Broadband infrastructure connecting postal system
Lack of modern devices at point of sale / last mile

Hence the challenges are both internal to postal
organisations and also from external sources. In this
section we will look at the challenges and the approach
to meet
those challenges i.e. how the post s respond to disruptors,
to traditional competition, how they select new
technologies, or focus on specific services that are profit
making, or making a strategic trade off e.g. Whether to
focus on Life Insurance and Financial services or to bank
upon logistics and e-commerce. Either way the trend of a
3D Postal network with a convergence of physical,
financial and digital is a given.

Postal IT network cluster
All Postal Operations in the future will perforce,
depend on the availability of a sound Information
Technology Infrastructure. So let’s look at the emerging
trends in Technology and how such technologies are
impacting the postal business, and we shall also look at
the challenges in the Postal IT network cluster. They will
also make greater use of predictive technology and
analytics.
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In order to meet each of the challenges given in the figure above, the Posts will invariably adopt or are adoptingthe
following measures within 1 to 2 years:
The posts will upgrade their IT infrastructure by preparing an equipment inventory and replacement plan based
on priority. They will adopt Enterprise architecture solutions involving procurement of Data Servers and
Softwares.
Full computerization will involve laying down data sharing procedures. Ideally every modern service
organization should have a 360 view of their Customers and this can be achieved through Data management.
Problems relating to fraud etc. will be addressed with an Enterprise security policy, procedures and technology.
The problem of Interoperability will require laying down very liberal and open technical specifications, Application
programming Interfaces (APIs) etc. All countries are similarly trying to provide Universal access to broadband in a
time bound manner. In the meantime Posts are reviewing their ICT connectivity status of internal postal
operations; similarly all Posts will have to create Mobile platforms. As the national governments look at the Posts
as important agencies for dispensing government services, the posts will see integration with e-Government
services. In the immediate future posts have and will begin, adopting non PC devices such as smartphones, RFIDs,
Tablets, GPS, and Smart Devices in their daily operations.

THE MODERN POSTAL SECTOR IS BEING FACED WITH
A BIGGER SET OF DISRUPTIVE INNOVATIONS THAN
EVER BEFORE – THE CURRENT RATE OF CHANGE IN
THE POSTAL ECO SYSTEM IS DIZZYING!

The trend towards digital is ongoing and it
will actually determine the financial health and
sustainability of the Postal Organisations in the
coming years. Accenture Report mentioned above
had also made a detailed study of this aspect in its
2015 report of 31 postal organisations and found
that only 6% had already invested in and were
gaining financially

after going digital, 18 % had made investments in digital technologies in a big way but were yet to gain financial
benefits, 16% had achieved financial growth using old legacy technologies and 60% had neither invested in digital
nor were they making anything near a surplus or financial growth. By going digital, the posts are placing the new
ICTs, mobile and communications technologies as integral part of their strategies. Secondly they are creating
products and services which are based in digital and on-line platforms and they are engaging their customers
through digital means. Most Postal Organisations have realized that adopting digital will help reduce costs,
improve efficiency and offer new services which will add to revenues in the coming years.

Challenges to the Post - Financial and investment cluster
I have highlighted the following Challenges as critical for the Posts in the financial cluster.

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Shortage of Funds
Rising Deficits -Low revenues vis a vis expenditures
Lack of strategic costing and modern accounting management practices
Universal service obligation straining finance
Lack of surplus to invest
Lack of investor interests and attractive investment opportunities
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Shortage of Funds
The shortage of funds has been a problem for the Posts and had resulted in a low appetite for long term
investments. Thankfully the mindset of the top managements has been transforming especially with regard to
raising funds either through demands form their respective government ministries or by raising funds through
new channels. Japan Post’s Mega IPO in 2015 was slated to raise about 4.5 Billion dollars for funding the huge
infrastructure development project of the Post in the logistics and delivery network in Japan. As Posts are “playing
to win” the openness to generate funds is a positive change and will only increase in the coming years and we
may see more IPOs a la Japan Post.
The Posts need to re-examine their approach to costing and pricing . The traditional approach is just not feasible
anymore. Assets are not recorded properly in many posts . I have tried to examine the other challenges in the
realm of finance in other sections of this report.
Challenges to the Post -Policy and regulatory cluster

a) Absence of Interoperability in International services as compared to Couriers and Global Integrators
b) Universal service obligation
c) Regulatory restrictions to introduce new services (e.g. postal banking, postal insurance,
international commerce, foreign exchange, mobile banking)
d) Lack of coordination amongst policy makers and regulators concerning postal services (e.g. postal,
banking, commerce, finance, transport, IT & Telecom)
The UPU Congress held in 2016 had highlighted and held long deliberations on the above challenges. It is quite
apparent that Posts are re-examining their role of providing USO on the one hand and making profit on the other.
Postal cooperation has got to be raised to the next level because there is little integration in the operations and
ICT in the International mail segment of Postal business.
Furthermore, as postal operators are becoming more and more involved in e-commerce, the regulatory
restrictions relating to trade and commerce will begin to apply to postal business as well. An example from my
own country India, will explain this. India has witnessed huge growth in e-commerce business and consequently
in the parcel business. Countries like Bhutan and Nepal who are neighboring countries have a sizeable demand
for Indian products and understandably they would like to buy on-line. However, Indian laws do not permit Indian
e-commerce companies to ship overseas. The reason for this is that, apparently, such transactions may be misused
by money launderers to launder unaccounted money out and again back in to the country using e-commerce.
Unfortunately, International Postal parcel business which could have greatly increased if Indian e-commerce
companies could sell abroad has also not got any advantages.
My opinion is that, Postal top management must lobby and pressurize their respective governments for changes
in laws so that the Postal industry can benefit.
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Challenges to the Post- Management, marketing and branding cluster

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Brand image is outdated
Complex procedures
Gap between planning and implementation in most modernization projects
Lack of Market Research
Difficult to measure performance and productivity of operational units
Multiple and overlapping stream of product offerings
Traditional culture rather than Innovative culture
Public service rules and procedures cause delay

The above challenges are a reality for most Asian Postal operators. The absence of agility and modern business
culture is actually more of a disadvantage in the New Economy. The Posts are aware of these challenges and are
trying to address them in different ways. The first is to reduce the levels of decision making, introduce technology
to ensure less complex procedures ,using new performance measurement tools and quality management.
Promoting innovation rather than discouraging it. Focusing on high potential products rather than having too
many services which are neither promoted nor are they used by the public at large.

Operational infrastructure, logistics and supply chain management cluster

a) Large number of branches to be monitored and maintained
b) Lack of coordination between transport, IT and value chain entities
In terms of size of the Postal networks, there is no doubt that the Posts have a clear advantage and it is a strength to
have a large number of outlets. However, it is also true that there are actually too many small Post offices in urban
areas. Small post offices are costly to maintain and deploy staff in the long run. Posts are slowly reducing the number
of Post offices in urban areas and merging them into larger modernized entities. I will look at this in the last part of
this report again. As it stands, Posts need to re assess the need for so many retail outlets.
As regards transport and postal logistics, some posts began to expand their self-owned assets like vehicles, Aircraft,
ware houses and buildings on the one hand and reduce their dependence on third parties for transport especially the
railways. Yet, very few posts have been able to integrate their internal logistics in a truly electronic manner, hence
precious resources are wasted in traditional methods of managing Postal infrastructure.
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Challenges to the Posts
Human and institution capacity cluster of challenges
The final set of challenges that the Posts is currently facing is perhaps most relevant along with technology and
which most top managements in the Posts are concerned about, going forward. Let’s look at these challenges,
one by one, and see the likely way in which these are going to be tackled and the impact short term and long
term these will have.

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

High operational costs of human resources
Bureaucratic Structure and Values
Low level of customer orientation
Bad Human Capital-lack of Employee Engagement
Growing pension liabilities and Ageing workforce
Lack of business mindset and resistance to change
Manpower has low IT skills

High operational costs of human resources
This is a fact which affects all Postal Operators. High HR costs impact the basic bottom line of postal business. They
challenge sustainability of profits and put pressure on competitive pricing, future investments and constitute a 70-97
% of expenditure for Postal organisations. The thinking earlier was to see HR costs as Sunk cost for which nothing could
be done except to down size the staff everywhere, and substitute human labour with machines and automation.
Furthermore, it was felt that only by focusing on productivity, reducing the number of full time
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permanent employees (which cost more) can there be income profitability. Productivity meant continuously
raising output for a given unit cost. In the face of growing challenge to profits and declining business the Posts are
now looking for a way out in HR management which will result in the following scenarios in the future
The possible scenarios are
1.
Numerical flexibility - having short term contracts, part time, casual labour, shift patterns and overtime
measures.
2.
Functional changeability: variable tasks, multi skilled employees, team creation and familiarization to
the new processes
3.
Organisational restructuring – having more posts which are sub –contracted out, linking the costs to the
pay and transferring of the risk out of the organization.
4.
Pay variations: Increase variable components in the pay, pay totally differently to different people based
on business success.
Now, the above scenarios do not look too radical and will be beneficial to the Posts. However in practical
terms, they may result in different units and their employees pulling in different directions leading to greater
uncertainty and distrust both between employees and the management on the one hand and between employee
groups themselves.

Bureaucratic Culture: Most posts are still working as government bureaucracies where there is little or no engagement
of the employee to the work or organization. But work is not the problem, it is how work is managed in our
organisations. Bureaucracy as a management tool to mobilize and organize human beings to productive ends has its
own set of systems, processes and methods. However it is simply not made for the Digital age.

To see if our Postal Organisations are too bureaucratic lets answer the following questions with a simple Yes or
No
1. Do you feel there are too many rules and policies in our Postal organization, too much red tape?
2. Do those rules and policies often get in the way of doing the right thing for customers?
3. Do the staff feel over managed, as if you're not really trusted?
4. Are there internal processes, like budgeting and the annual performance review, that seem to absorb
more time and effort than they're worth?
5. Does it seem unnecessarily difficult to start something new, to get a bit of seed funding and carve out
some time to experiment with a new service, product, or work practice in the Posts?
6. Does it feel like speaking up, challenging your manager, or questioning a decision, could be a careerlimiting move?
7. Are you or your teammates sometimes reluctant to take risks for fear of being punished for failure?
8. Do internal staff functions, like HR and finance, seem more focused on enforcing their rules than
facilitating your success, more meddlesome than generally helpful?
9. Does it often feel as if employees are treated more like resources than human beings?
10. That profits come first, and people come second?
11. Do we feel there are too many layers in our organization?
12. Too many managers who spend their time managing other managers?
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13. Do leaders seem more inclined to protect their decision-making prerogatives than to empower those
around them?
14. And does it often seem as if it's the best politicians who get promoted rather than the best leaders?
15. Do you feel your postal organization was too slow to change and lost out in the mail business race?

If we look at our answers. How many times did we answer yes? The more yeses, the more bureaucratic our organization
is. If the Posts do not change their bureaucratic nature, they will not be able to withstand the strong winds of creative
destruction that are now blowing through the global economy. Bureaucracy and its procedures are good for retaining
control, uniformity, direction yet profits in the new age depend on my diagram below:

Today’s
and
tomorrow’s growth
formula
irregular people

irregular ideas

irregular
breakthroughs

irregular profits

Low level of customer orientation
The Post Office has been and is, a service organization where relationships with the customer are not just
transactional. They extend to intangible areas like experience, feelings, satisfaction. Relationships are long term
and often decide the success of the postal business. As the consumer has become both more powerful,
information wise and more demanding, with great deal of choices and price elasticity, the posts have to re-invent
themselves as customer oriented organisations. Surveys show that people value experience and reliability much
more than cost. Therefore we are witnessing all-out effort by the posts to train the staff in soft skills and customer
focus.
Customer orientation is also being approached from the technology angle. Hence IVRS systems and self-service
kiosks are coming up which reduce the “Human Interface risks”.
“What gets measured gets managed”- customer feedback and quality monitoring are integral operations in the
Posts today.
Hence training of staff at all levels is the new normal in terms of customer care and handling. Customer feedback
on how our employees are performing will grow. Hence staff will growingly be evaluated by technology. Recruiting
will be effected also i.e. Recruiting the people with the right attitude.
If good customer handling is rewarded the likelihood of customer orientation efforts being a success is higher.
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Bad Human Capital-lack of Employee Engagement
There is a tendency among managers to complain about “Bad Human Capital” especially in state run job- secure
organisations like the posts. The chief complaints of management are enumerated below:
◦

Staff is disgruntled and unmotivated

◦

Skills are outdated or mismatched

◦

The best don’t stay long, and the worst stay forever

◦

The workforce isn’t getting any younger

◦

You can’t hire the people we need

◦

There are few incentives to be great

◦

Culture is best defined as “None of the Above”

The Posts and the Staff Associations need to survey how many of the employees are actually engaged
to their work. An "engaged employee" is defined as one who is fully absorbed by and enthusiastic
about their work and so takes positive action to further the organization's reputation and interests.
A survey done of workers (not just Postal) in the USA found that only 31% were engaged to the job.
A global survey states that 87% employees are not engaged.
Growing pension liabilities and Ageing workforce
As regards the ageing workforce, this is a given reality and has to be recognized not as a problem but as a situation
which requires leadership and good planning. With an older workforce the job design alignment to work life
aspirations is still very important, perhaps more than for younger employees.
Older staff are naturally preparing for their retirement, this is human nature. Therefore there is a need to approach the
contribution of older employees in terms of the role they are good at performing. Hence even an elderly worker may
have no desire to be a manager, he may then be given work in a way he does what he is best at.

Some companies are financially rewarding employees who take on new challenges while remaining at the same
level, this may hold good for some of the ageing employees.

Lack of business mindset and resistance to change
As mentioned in the para relating to bureaucratic culture above, the thinking in most Posts was, till very recently,
not business oriented. This is not due to any fault, it was part of the social service nature of Postal Service, where
the duty towards providing Universal Service meant that a majority of the units would be cost centers rather than
revenue centers. Resistance to change is human and this is no longer a serious challenge as all posts are planning
and implementing serious change.
Manpower has low IT skills
Postal Organisations have viewed this as a challenge in achieving their strategic goals and are taking very major
steps for imparting training to maximum staff on priority for their new initiatives to succeed.
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Part 3- Future Trends
This section will focus the future
scenario for Postal Business in terms of
the way in which postal services will be
made available. It will also look at
changes in the delivery operations and
back office operations. Lastly the
Impact that these have on the work
place on one hand and the
organizational structure of posts on
the other.

Future trends in the Posts

So let’s look a little ahead shall we? Say 5-7 years from now.
Doing Business in the Digital Economy
Intel Corporation in a report stated that by 2020, there will be
200 million connected devices on the Internet of Things. It means
that all devices, equipment, rooms, vehicles etc. will have an IP
address and hence will be connected to the internet. Hence the
role of software and programming will enter our daily lives.
Earlier software was used for helping make our work more
efficient. In the future, software will transform the work itself
leading to a drastic reduction in operational processes. The
period from 2015 to 2030 is often being referred to as the period
of the sharing economy. Businesses like Uber and AirBNB are the
pioneers of what is only likely to grow.
Secondly, Data and Information will be available to all, the key
to business success will be how to better use the data to one’s
advantage in business strategy and operations. Hence
organisations will place highest value to those employees who
have higher technical skills hence job reduction in middle skilled
employee level may be higher than in other levels (source The
Economist Intelligence Unit , Report on “the Catering of the
Middle Class”, 2015).
Complexity will be a bad word – There will be trend towards
integration of all IT networks especially those which are related to
government and semi government agencies like the Posts. I would
like to explain this with a small example. Supposing there is a
gentleman whose name is Mr. A. and he has a National ID card which
is smart chip enabled and has his unique identity such as bio-metric
and retina details, his photo and address. Mr. A being a unique
individual will carry out all his activities whether it is payments of
taxes, financial transactions on internet or in a shop , applying for a
passport, using postal services etc. using his single ID and his ICT
device (very smart phone). A similar integration will be there in
Postal operations and all other
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stakeholders and partner organisations which the Posts currently deal with. Sensor technology, high speed
broadband will be so much cheaper that many repetitive tasks will get re-engineered to streamline work and
reduce the processes involved. Hence posts will have a distinct relationship with other stakeholders in the postal
industry as it is located everywhere and can actually benefit other organisations in the internet of things. Postal
Staff will have to adjust to work in this environment.
Disruptive trends in the Postal Context

a. Alternative delivery options will emerge which will threaten the last mile process which the Posts
performs. Whether it is drone delivery, click and collect from drop off locations, Uber style delivery
vehicles or 3D printing. It’s quite possible that people will customize how, if at all, they want goods to be
delivered to them. End customers may 3D-print the things which would have otherwise been physically
delivered to them. Some Posts are already developing 3D printing facilities for customers. Autonomous
vehicles will probably be used more as they can work 24/7/365. Postal Companies are already testing
delivery robots as a better alternative to drone delivery.
b.

However before all that happens, the postal delivery person
will be equipped with a fully connected device for delivery,
payment collection, video calling, packet dimension measurement,
booking and collecting information. Furthermore technologies that
can match geo codes to written addresses and then sequence mail
pieces to make an optimal route for the delivery staff are becoming
cheaper and common. They help increase efficiency, reduce
employee work and reduce operational costs in the long run. Such
technologies will become widespread and affordable going forward.

c. Generation Y and Z may not need a physical post office. They would probably have minimum need for
communicating postal delivery requirements and would rather interact with an application to specify all
their needs. At best, post offices will be co-located with convenience stores for collecting and returning
items. Self-service smart terminals and parcel lockers will be the post office for them.
d. Automation of mail processing will involve widespread use of robots to support workers in heavy lifting.
Artificial intelligence will determine mail routing and transportation planning. Workers will be involved
in decision making while robots can carry out all physical activities e.g. Tray sequencing, loading, at mail
centers leading to economies of scale and space efficiency.
e. Blockchain technology or internet currency based operations are now becoming common and will
perhaps be adopted for all transactions. This will impact postal financial services.
f.

Big Data and the Posts- We are increasingly aware of the importance of Data Mining and Data Analytics for
businesses for predicting trends and business scenarios. The Posts are very large sources of Data either
directly or indirectly. Capturing Meta data from Postal Transactions, Complaints, Social media and on-line
shopping can greatly enhance the Customer Profiling that is done by the Posts. This is a necessary tool for
marketing and Customer care and overall improvement of Quality and efficiency. Wow! Sounds so promising!
The post should have actually entered Data Warehousing long ago in a big way. Anyway as of now , the steps
which the posts can take now are (a) Invest in a suitable Data Infrastructure
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Technology (b) Data base management itself requires the data which needs to be captured which
hitherto was ignored.(c) Fraud Detection and Smuggling and Illegal Activity Detection solutions must
form part of the Data Infrastructure. New Algorithms can greatly enhance the fraud detection capabilities
of the Posts, who are important financial institutions.
g. IOPT- An offshoot from the area of Big Data is the Internet of Postal Things where the Posts, through its wide
infrastructure can be a source of important data for Climate sciences, City Planners, and predictive modelling
for a number of Government agencies. (UNCTAD –Information Economy Report , 2015)
h. LTE (A) to 5G Telecom Evolution-The International Telecommunications
Union’s (ITU) Study Report on Access Technology for Broadband
Telecommunications (2014) has projected that by 2020 the Speed of Gigabits
per second will allow Smart Homes, offices and indeed Cities to work in a
very connected “Internet of Everything” model. The Post Office
infrastructure and working style will have to prepare for this scenario. Some
physical and human infrastructure is always required

for e-health and e-governance activities and this can be offered by the
Post office in Urban and Rural areas.
i.

Postal revenue streams may themselves be based on data related services taking advantage of the
unique data footprint of postal related networks. Chargeable services for highly customized last mile
delivery, or entry into home of addressee as trusted party will be an important revenue source also.
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Part 4 Workplace Impact on
the Post Office
This section looks at the impacts that
changing technologies , changed
thinking and strategies will have on
day to da y operations in Post offices

Impact on the Work place, HR
management & Organisational Structure

Work place Management Solutions take over

We already manage most of our work input on a computer
whether it’s using a keyboard or scanner or mobile. However
seldom does a software decide the work we do on a given day.
This is usually up to managers and their priorities. However,
going forward, software will be intelligent enough to do the
work of managers.
For example, in a mail processing center, technology will allow
managers and supervisors to make real-time decisions on how to
route transportation on a given day, vehicle capacity, resource
optimization, work scheduling etc. which means that they will
have a flexibility hitherto unknown. What this would mean for
the workplace is that scheduling of work would be flexible also,
there may be less routine activity as more things get automated.
The workflow software will intelligently allocate and push work
to the worker.
It could mean that we would follow the orders of an IT system
which is “thinking” behind the scenes on such things as how
many counters to open, where to send the system administrator
, work allotment , vehicles management i.e. Loading and dispatch
. Software will have advance information about the number of
items arriving at a sorting center or delivery center and work
planning will be done accordingly.

Already softwares are available which can manage routine
tasks, however increasingly thinking softwares which can
evaluate data and take decisions are appearing. In addition
work clouds are becoming common where skilled
professionals form a group to solve a problem without ever
meeting each other.
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Restructuring of Mail Processing Centers and Delivery

The number of staff required for delivery and pick up is likely to grow as volumes and locations grow. Home
delivery or delivery anywhere will be the norm, rather than the pickup from post office as is the case in some
countries at present.
Falling letter mail volumes and cost pressures to restructure mail centers and merge mail centers will
naturally result in reduction of staff as well as re-allocation of positions to different offices out of the hitherto
labour intensive ones.
Another likely development is the merger and consolidation of widely dispersed postal outlets into larger
modernized Post offices. Similarly, there will be a greater degree of automation in Parcel and packet handling
centers. Hence spread out mail centers will be merged into larger single locations with redeployment of staff
at these stations.
Already, the use of new technologies such as scanners and hand held devices is leading to the occurrence of
repetitive strain Injury to Postal workers. Henceforth design changes and improved ergonomics in the
machines and workplace of the posts will have to be improved .This is especially so when the volumes of
packets and parcels will increase as will the need to scan and enter data.

Work place operations – Basic steps in future Parcel delivery

▪

Various acceptance channels through the
Internet and mobile

▪

7-20 stages of tracking information
Automatic mail sorting

▪

The Process of Delivery has been summarized in the
table opposite to show the new components in mail
delivery.

As the volumes of parcels grow – an important
priority is to have a high “hit rate” of parcels .That is,
▪
parcels should get delivered in the first attempt.
Delivery information created automatically using
Having prior knowledge about delivery details i.e.
PDA
recipient availability, is a must. Postal managers and
▪
Unifying customer contact point through cu stomer
delivery personnel will need to be in full control of
support center
this to save time and reduce wasted efforts.
▪
Real-time data collection and analysis
Operating Models are getting re-designed to handle
more volumetric parcels. Furthermore, the irony of today is that while we may have less letters to deliver, we also
have more addresses to reach.
▪

Electronic documents

Numerous strategic alliances will be created between postal & parcel operators to attain the position as a trusted
delivery partner. Parcel operators will be investing in new distribution centers and parcel sorting technology across
multiple strategic locations. There will also be increased retail demand driven by digital business models and social
media integration which will entail a reinventing of the last mile of delivery via customer door, parcel shops, smart
mailbox, free-lance couriers and consolidation centers.
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Posts will begin to re-think their core Purpose and their core skill sets
As the various technologies get adopted by the posts in developing countries, I have treid to summarise the
operations which will be carried out by the posts in the coming years and have listed some outcomes and
workplace impacts in the following table.

Operational Activity
1

Primary Outcome

Workplace Impact

Posts are building their mobile
based infrastructure in Point of
sale and also last mile activities

This results in much greater
(i)

Visibility

a)
Closer
monitoring
of staff
performance on new

using latest technologies

(ii)

Quality of monitoring

(iii)

Faster back office b)
Better
functions e.g. Better Customer/staff
driver and transport interface for customer
carrier management
needs

(iv)

Significant customer c)
Staff will have
data
and
profile to be more responsive
creation
d)
Vehicle drivers
New “B2Me” model of
will have to adapt to
delivery
monitoring
requirements , every
activity
can
be
monitored

(v)

parameters

e)
Expert analysis
needed at last mile to
ensure
all
stakeholders interests
are protected
2

Dynamic interaction between the
customer and Post office such as
delivery preference , alternative
addresses , return service

-do-

Work and duties of
delivery staff change
to being very flexible
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Operational Activity

Primary Outcome

Workplace Impact

3 Investment in Automated processing

Sequenced sorting

Reduced
need for
reading and route
specific knowledge –
staff numbers can be
flexible and reduced
greatly

Route identification

4 Cross Border E- Commerce set to
grow

1. Huge volumes of mail
either
inbound
or
outbound at Office of
Exchange
2. Changing
customs
regulations and revisions
of import procedures
3. Data
sharing
and
integration of systems &
processes
4. Cooperating
maintaining
competitiveness

b)
Couriers
are
already setting up
huge facilities in major
International airports
like Tokyo , Singapore
and Kualalumpur

whilst

c)
Greater work
load for customs
advance
electronic
data capture – staff
required

1. Posts cannot opt for
crowd sourced delivery
model. Strength of posts
is in scheduled delivery
of larger consolidated
mail pieces to the
addressee.
Couriers
may like to use Postal
network

a)
Postal
mail
carriers will be making
deliveries of courier
mails also

5.
5 E-Merchants like Amazon are
investing huge
amounts for
developing their own logistics and
delivery capabilities. Hence the
concept of 2 hour delivery, fully
customized to needs of the receiver
has already been rolled out in
Europe and USA by Amazon. This
will put a competitive pressure on
the posts to provide similar or
matching services.

a)
Greater
automated
Infrastructure at OEs
and Airport mail Units
will be put in place

2. Delivery
of
large
number of packets to
apartment buildings is a
space
&
security
problem

b)
Parcel
locker
business set to grow
c)
Smart phone as
the address and as the
wallet
concept will
prevail to streamline
delivery

3. Infrastructure:
traffic
conditions, parking /
waiting conditions,
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6

Advertising mail of the future

1. Interactive print ads
2. Video in print
3. Brochures which connect
to mobile phones

7

Payment: Although credit card
usage on the rise, Cash-OnDelivery still disproportionately
used

Posts have advantage of
experience

a)
Such mail will be
heavier and totally
generated
by
customer data
Posts need to prepare
for such type of mail
a)
Pressure
to
promote
cashless
required
b)
Procure
the
devices for non cash
payment collection

Greater mechanization of Delivery
As Posts and Integrators are seriously testing Drones , autonomous self-driving vehicles , and delivery robots

– the message is quite clear that the focus is on reducing delivery costs both in rural areas (using drones) as
well as sub-urban and urban areas (using delivery robots). Technology has always supplemented human
labour and will surely do so in the coming years.
Self-driving vehicles are not too far in the distant futures since Sensor technology and camera technology are
very accurate already. Only 2 areas need further development (i) High speed 5G broadband i.e. Greater than
500MBPs (even at a speed of 200km) and (ii) Computer chip capacity inside the vehicles. This should all be in
place in 2020 after which market forces will take over on cost and feasibility of such vehicles.
For Postal delivery staff such vehicles may not pose much threat as most likely the postman will still sit in the
vehicle and carry out the final handover of the item to the recipient. He will probably have more time to
prepare for the delivery and will save time on parking etc.

HR Policy and Job Design

Cash transactions are increasingly getting minimized and replaced with electronic methods, this impacts the
work procedures and back office activities.
As face to face interactions reduce, the on-line or remote video based transactions may increase. Branch
level staff will be more video enabled, carrying out verifications etc. on-line while conducting transactions.
The use of call centers will increase. However to increase the customer convenience and reduce waiting time the
number of staff actually deployed at call centers may need to be increased substantially. Infect recent studies
have shown that in order to reduce the waiting time for customers to say , 30 seconds to one minute , at a call
center , we may need to hire double the number of call center executives! The relevance of such
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studies is to show the nature of man power deployment in operations in coming years. This along with UN
manned kiosks at public places will be the post office presence in coming years also.
Managing e- commerce is a specialized task and going forward, it is more than likely that the posts will be
hiring e-commerce professionals at managerial levels.
Most of the competitors of the Posts today are already entering what is called the “on demand economy” ,
which basically means that workforce and employees are engaged on demand , hence there is very little fixed
or standardized employed staff in the traditional sense. Some analysts suggest that 40 % of the workforce in
the USA will be non standard by 2020 of which 90% will be on contract. What is interesting is that contracts
will not just be for the low skilled worker , it will extend to specialists and professionals as well. Examples of
skilled contract workers are finance and accounting staff. Only the core or proprietary operations will remain
with traditional full time staff. This is because, it will be easier and cheaper to hire temporary skilled people
with tailored skill sets for the various jobs required in a service organization . Currently e-commerce giant ,
Amazon has completely made its workforce on flexible contracts. Hence Organisational boundaries of
organisations like the Posts are also likely to become more “permeable”.
Organisational Restructuring - Mergers and Partnerships
With the rapid growth of parcels and packages generated due to e-commerce, the role of the posts as a last mile
delivery provider is crucial in the e-commerce value chain. That sounds great, and it is great news provided the
nitty gritty of the e-commerce delivery requirements as opposed to delivery of traditional mail are worked out or
worked around. To put it simply, e-commerce like any new venture has its own issues and problems. Last mile
delivery being so crucial, has perforce made the Posts re think the whole process so that the high volumes can be
handled in an efficient and cost effective way. So, postal companies have to manage large volumes of traffic,
compete with traditional rivals, fine tune their processes to meet the needs of on-line shippers (sellers) and
shoppers and finally fend off the disruptive delivery start-ups that are mushrooming
in each country.
The scenario will be something like this in the coming
years- some rival couriers will prefer to hand over their
packages to the post for delivering in low volume and
remote areas. However as soon as volumes and
economies of scale justify it, the couriers will enter into
the traditional last mile of the posts. Many posts feel that
having more parcel lockers makes economic sense
because you just have to deliver to a single point and

let the customer collect. This reduces costs tremendously in man power and other resources. La Poste,
Canada Post, Deutsche Post, Sing Post have all extensively invested in Parcel lockers.
In addition a growing trend is to acquire and partner with a person who is winning the game. Many posts are
acquiring controlling stake in leading logistics companies, parcel locker companies and warehousing
companies. This gives greater control over the value chain, improves brand awareness and will help posts
mange the world of “on-demand delivery”. Some Posts are now experimenting with 3D printing primarily
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because even a 3D printed product still needs to be delivered or can be printed at the Post office and handed
over to the recipient.
It appears that the future postal organisations will have to be “Asset Light” data driven businesses just like
the disruptors that are sprouting and challenging both the posts and the couriers. Being an asset light
business of today , impacts the method of recruitment also as it makes more commercial sense to hire well
educated part –time help , especially those looking for a 2nd job.
The phenomenon of Cloud Based Logistics IT as a service “is already taking shape some countries like China.
This allows sharing of the same Logistics IT Platform and provides flexibility to logistics operators to deploy
more rapidly and use logistics IT in their network infrastructure. This system will be replicated in many
countries as t is a logical development in technology management.
Privatization-

There could be a second shift towards privatization and corporatization in even the wholly state owned,
department driven posts. As the trend towards making Strategic Business Units which are flatter and
autonomous grows, there will also be a trend towards financial overhaul of Postal Companies in order to
identify and minimize cost centers. Some Posts are putting a lot of emphasis on Financial Services like Banking
and Insurance as a sustainable business model for the posts. This will also involve Privatisation and mergers.
Mergers and acquisitions of Financial companies including remittance companies is common nowadays ,
MoneyGram of USA being in the news this year in which a merger with Ant Financial of Ali baba Group has
raised many eyebrows.
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Section -5
In this section we will look at the
various responses that the Posts,
Services Associations and Trade
Unions can adopt. It is in the form of
Questions and the possible answers in
the form of Recommendations. The
views are purely personal and I hope
the reader will get some food for
thought and perhaps agree or counter
my recommendations.

Possible responses to the Challenges- The way forward

1.
Question: What kind of human resource strategies will
serve the emerging requirements? How should the interests and
concerns of existing workforce be secured? What competencies
are needed for the short, medium and long term? What are the
options of fulfilling these requirements?
Answer: The engagement of the workforce and a new work
culture with the spirit of energy and buoyancy is needed for
postal operators to move forward at the rapid pace and in the
direction required.
There will be a need to use the impact of automation to the
advantage of the staff.
As regards what should be the response to staff reduction and
redeployment? I feel that an event like large sale retrenchment
or lay off is of course unheard of in the Postal sector, nor will it
ever happen. Yet, as redeployment takes place as a result of
closure of some units or mergers etc. there will be changes which
have to be managed both from the staff side and the
management side. Therefore staff associations need to apprise
their members about the new changes that are likely in the
coming years. . They also need to prepare members for possible
relocation and change in job requirements.
Even if recruitments of full time employees are reduced
or some sort of reduction in posts is planned, both management
and the staff leadership should try to make clear the reasons
behind the decision and the changed situation. If an organization
is facing challenges, this should not be hidden from staff
members.
Staff associations would do well to identify those
members of the staff who, for some reason or other, are most
likely to be get either laid off or suffer on account of the changing
business and operational environment in the Posts. What I mean
is that, if an employee is say, “technologically challenged”, then
the Union should press for his training and skill development.
Training and skill enhancement is a staff benefit, because like
other benefits, it increases the self-confidence of low skilled staff
and motivates them to be part of the team, rather than as a
liability. In fact, if all staff are encouraged to get more skills then
they will feel more satisfied.
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Furthermore the Service associations should perhaps take the changes taking place in the posts in a positive way,
a way that while protecting the interests of staff should benefit the organizational goal also. There is a huge
difference between work load and productive work. While the former is the work which we do continuously which
has actually been created due to lengthy processes, it is passive and only aimed at reducing pendency and arrears
or record updating. Productive work is one which is part of a streamlined work process, it is simple and does not
generate a bottleneck or a back log leading to generation of further un-productive, expensive non- intelligent
work.
As greater technology based operations are introduced, Staff Unions must encourage their members to enhance their
skills in handling new technology driven tools and procedures. Skill enhancement is the best method of protection
against retrenchment. An example which I saw firsthand was at Lazada in Thailand where the e-commerce company is
automating processes with large number of sensors, RFID tags and has plans to install self-driving robots and machines
for loading, unloading, picking and internal transportation of e-commerce shipments. Hence in such a scenario, the
work performed by the staff substituted by machines and staff was being and will be reduced drastically. Only those
staff who could run warehouse management software and troubleshoot and operate the machines were kept and were
those who managed final packing and address mapping.

I believe that problem prevention is better than problem solving. A more collaborative approach between Unions
and Management will be the best solution for the Posts to meet the challenges in the digital economy.

Question 2. What should be the response to widespread work design changes and technology?

Answer
1. Change management: While changes used to be slow and gradual in the past, in the coming
period changes may be more frequent. This means that the Postal Manager and all those who
command a leadership position in Staff unions must ensure that the Change brings maximum
benefit and minimum damage or pain to the staff. Hence tomorrow’s manager has to show the
direction which the organization is taking and keep trying to give confidence to the workforce as
change takes place.
Staff Associations and equally the management should assess what is the behavior and beliefs of their
members. It is in no one’s interest that the staff feels passively antagonistic, sarcastic and resistant to
new management initiatives.
2. Creation of a Next generation IT platform, Digitalisation of Postal services and introduction of eservices - That so many posts are diversifying and making e-service Offerings is evident from the UPU
“e- Services Report 2015 “ in which there are about 55 different new e-services being provided in one
country or another. Out of the 55 e- services, 29 are purely mail related services, 9 are e-finance
services, 6 are e-commerce services and most interestingly 11 are e-government services. The Istanbul
World Postal Strategy has also laid high priority on the promotion of e-services as a necessary step
towards making the posts a key player in e-commerce.
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The Istanbul Postal Strategy also mentions that “This new digital age is characterized by
disparities in socio-economic conditions. In this context, the UPU can help provide solutions geared
towards social inclusion.
The UPU is also well-positioned to promote integration throughout the global postal network.
Current activities are already helping the postal sector carry out its role as an essential component
in the global economy.
With the rise of digital technologies and e-commerce, customers expect postal operators to
modernize their services and improve quality, making innovation a necessity.”

Digitization is related to finding a new core business, embedding them into the digital economy.
It will also be about focusing on overall efficiency of communications and information logistics in
a market. It will be related to the largest concern of our customers- that of green growth and
sustainability.
Question 3: How should CSR and Sustainable Development Initiatives be pursued by the Posts?
Answer: Sustainable development -This shift of emphasis implies that in everything the posts would
do in the future, the impact of the activity on the environment would be a guiding factor in deciding
whether or not it will be supported by the posts. Sustainable Development Initiatives are likely to
grow.
The move towards environmental friendly activities has been a very positive transformation in an all posts
over the last decade and it will continue to be a central part of postal strategies as more and more Posts
implement an Environment Management system.
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As of 2015, all national Governments have signed the Paris Agreement on the Sustainable Development
Goals and as result all Member Posts of the UPU have expressed their commitment to implementing the
Sustainable Development Goals.

As can be seen from the figure above, the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) cover 17 priority areas
for which all countries are committed to achieve them by 2030.
The SDGs include Environmental Protection, many Social goals such as women’s education , maternal
health, , clean drinking water , prevention of HIV AIDS, Rural Development Financial inclusion etc.
The role of the Posts will be quite significant in all these areas. First , regarding Environment Protection
measures, the Posts in various countries have taken important steps for reducing their carbon footprint
and the impact on the environment due to Postal Operations especially in terms of energy conservation ,
reducing fuel consumption , green practices , i.e. Reduced paper, water consumption , use of renewable
energy especially solar power,transportation optimization, and Green Building measures.
Secondly, the Posts as an agency of the Government has an important role in promotion and facilitating
SDG implementation plans of their respective National Governments. For example, Environment
Awareness programmes through special drives, Philately and Stamp events. Of course due to the wide
network in rural areas the posts are an key agency for financial inclusion for the common people through
financial services such as banking, insurance and remittances.
Third, promotion of CSR initiatives. While Postal employees have benefits like medical cover and insurance
and financial benefits, the Posts are more and more increasing their participation in helping the poor and
needy as well as during times of natural disasters and such calamities.
Therefore the Sustainable development initiatives will have significant impacts on Postal working. They
have and will continue to involve the following activities:

1.
Re-examining last mile delivery methods and vehicles- switching to green vehicles( electric,
hybrid , ethanol based)
2.
Incentives for Eco friendly activities such as (a) using less fuel while driving (b) Delivery route
optimization (c) Saving electricity and energy conservation (d) water preservation (e) better sewage
and waste disposal (f) recycling and reduced use of paper. All such activities are being incentivized and
staff performance will be monitored on these aspects in addition to their work.
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3.
Spreading Eco – friendly awareness among Postal Families and wider societies is also a must
and it extends to all areas of daily life such as waste management, planting trees, better use of natural
light etc.
Diversification as a Strategy
Question 4: What path of diversification should a specific operator choose?
Should it diversify into transportation and logistics or in the financial and Banking business? Are there
other options?
Answer: It is actually a time to introduce New Business Model s by the Posts. This is because
Logistics, e-Commerce, Banking, Digital Services, Business Services all require adjustment in the
business model in terms of resources, activities, partnerships, cost structures, revenue flows and
redefined value proposition. Time is of utmost importance in going forward in all these areas for
those who are yet to make progress in them. Collaboration with other players to fill the gaps from
the customer perspective might be the best way forward and can take the form of merger,
acquisition or high stake partnerships depending on what the situation allows and the decision taken
by stakeholders .
The profitability of the diversified businesses tends to be lower than industry averages as posts are
still building them. The Postal Business Model had always had Mail at its core. The future business
model in most countries which is apparent form the transformation in Posts like SingPost, Australia
Post and La Poste.E-commerce fulfillment at its core with all services offered on an IT platform and
based on the key strength of the Post which is Trust and Universal Access.

As there is no historical presence, acquisition is the preferred mode of entry to establish a strong
presence in any high potential diversification areas.
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Question 5: Response to merger of offices.
Jeff Sitio of Intermac, in an article on Postal Trends, is of the view that the Posts need to behave like a new entrant in
the uncharted waters of e-commerce business. Which means taking greater risks, and not re-inventing the wheel. As a
result, Posts are investing hugely in upgrading and better utilization of their infrastructure. Mail centers are being
expanded, warehouse being created in empty buildings etc. Creating new automated hubs and merging units is bound
to increase. Larger offices have their own issues in terms of supervision and team work.

Staff Associations need to cooperate in this activity, since the traditional work like letter sorting is being replaced
by heavier parcels and the greater use of machines to reduce physical and repetitive operations will reduce the
drudgery of work in the long run.
Question 6: Lateral recruitment and Greater Outsourcing?
Response: This is something which will stay for 2 kinds of jobs- low skilled, repetitive work of temporary nature,
where clearly contracts reduce the liabilities for the management. Very high skilled technical work e.g. Software
development or process re-engineering. Unions should perhaps accept the scenario to the extent that it is not
affecting staff benefits.
Question 7: Response to Automation: Automation is in evitable and has been ongoing for the last 2 decades. The change
towards last mile automation i.e. Cost cutting in delivery, is quite evident from
the setting up of letter and parcel collection and pick up machines, similar to a
stand-alone kiosk. These are likely to impact the work of postal organisations
at Post office level. Such machines are already under trial and deployment all
over the world (see photo). The impact may not be very dramatic in the
beginning because customer adoption of such automation is the key factor in
their success. Having smart letter boxes is also a must, because as per USO
norms collection from letterboxes has to be daily if not twice a day. This
involves cost especially if there are no mails

to collect from the letter box. Having data on quantity of mail inside a letter box will help rationalize collection of
letter box mails.

Question 8: What should be the response or strategy for Training and Capacity building?
Answer: As we know, when an axe is used to cut wood, over time its blade gets worn out and it can no longer cut
as well. However if we sharpen the blade then it begins to cut wood like before. Training is like sharpening the
blade of the axe (skills of our staff) so that they are able to manage the work as efficiently as before. I have
mentioned earlier in this report , Staff Organisations must lobby for skill up gradation and for the Posts to invest
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in technology that can make the posts competitive enough in terms of quality of service. If there is better service
quality, there will be business and more profits and secure jobs for the staff.

Question 9: Response to the occurrence of Flexible work contracts, timings and the need for Employee
engagement?
Answer: HR solutions which will have to come in the future will have to be closely linked to the mindset of the
various generations that will be working together in the Postal organization. The posts will have to focus on
developing their employees. Staff in the future will require less training and more coaching.
The Generation “Y” in the Posts as elsewhere, are self-motivated and postal companies that will allow these
workers to experiment and explore will be ahead of the game. The newest generation of workers learn by doing
and networking, not by watching slide presentations in a dark room. Interactive webinars and e-learning can
provide a cost-effective way of training. But nothing takes the place of hands-on learning and discussion.
The younger employees enjoy the challenge of thinking and working on their own. The older generation will be
happy and ready to take on a mentoring role to help others learn.
While this approach will hold true in the coming years also there is a shift in thinking. The response of the Postal
Operators is now changing towards the challenge of high labour costs. Instead the better approach is that since
HR is a sunk cost, value can be added to the Human resources by upgrading the skills of HR especially on new
technologies and looking for job redesign, so that the employee fits in better with the changing workplace. He or
she knows what is expected of him and is confident with the new skills he has acquired. Of course making a plan
is easy, the difficulty lies in selecting correct actions which bring results.
It is also being understood that financial compensation – Pay and benefits, while being important, are not
sufficient and that the relation of the worker with the organization is not just an employment contract but also a
psychological contract and is a sum of the mutual expectations between the organization and the employee.
In their Article – “The Productivity Imperative : Towards a 21st Century model of Postal Service delivery “ , Steve
Bevan , Adrian King and Elmar Tiome have argued that “ being a good employer and achieving long term
productivity growth are not mutually exclusive but are inextricably related.”
In their paper, Steve Bevan, Adrian King and Elmar Tiome also mention other solutions to future workplace
management. Three things will surely fully manifest themselves for the betterment of Posts in terms of
ProductivityThe first is Network Consolidation, which we already discussed earlier, large spread out units may be centralized
for better operations and rapid cost benefits. Secondly, Technology will directly bring productivity growth in a
step by step manner as automation will bring benefits in the long run. Thirdly, Hiring and engaging employees will
be work oriented but with greater employment and work flexibility but which, I feel, will have to be employee
centric.
Hence, intelligent job design that properly aligns the work skills and hours to the work flow will be the best
solution. This will reduce the need for un- planned overtime and staff shortage scenarios.
While earlier, the in- flexible work schedule meant great imbalances in work from unit to unit, the future posts
will have to be flexible and with an engaged workforce. The “buy in” of the staff side is necessary. The buy in can
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be possible only if the work matches the expectations of the worker. Hence the work –life expectation of full time core
workers will be different and their role will be different than that of the casual or contract worker. The latter’s
expectations will be clear and defined also. Both management and staff side have to be honest and clear in their
expectations and have to be prepared for compromises. Trust has to be on both sides.Some new methods of work
design could be – shift swapping, working from home, flexible hours, sub-contracting, relief pools etc.

Question 10: Leadership and Mitigation of harmful effects
Answer: Leadership in the New Economy we will have to ask the question- “Do we have the kind of leadership
within the organization or association which can enable all stakeholders to navigate the ship in the changing
environment, successfully? Has our leadership adapted its approaches, practices, and behaviours sufficiently to
shape the future postal network?”
It is after all people who run an organization. A correct mindset of matching the organizational goals with the goals
of employees is critical for success. Hence top management will have to tap into the genuine concerns of the staff
especially the economically vulnerable sections so that they do not get left behind in the process of change. You
may have noticed that I have used the word mitigation. Mitigation is taking steps to reduce the negative impact
of rapid changes on the staff and the business. The Postal Leadership has to be one step ahead in this situation.
Managers and people in authority need to interact closely with the frontline staff and the Unions to gauge the
sentiment, in an era of change. SingPost adopted the concept of Net Promoter score, to get feedback from
employees on the one hand and customers on the other.
In fact there is a direct relationship between employee satisfaction and customer satisfaction. Only those
employees who are happy with their work, rewards, and relationships can engage with the company and
contribute more effectively. In order to help employees become engaged, the starting point would be to
understand why employees don not perform as they are expected to. Coaching and proper explanation of
expected performance is necessary at each level especially the immediate supervisor. Dialogue with supervisors
is important, the staff unions should encourage it, and should not worry about erosion of their own role or
authority.
Coaching and Development Replace Performance Management
A large number of HR softwares and tools are available for measuring of Employee engagement , perhaps
technology will drive HR management also in the coming years. With more and more technology the
Administration or HR Management of the posts will have to focus on 2 key areas
•

Needs Satisfaction: to what degree do Postal employees get to express their preferred self in their work 

•

Burnout Antithesis: how much energy, involvement, and efficacy is the in the post office work vs.
burnout concepts of exhaustion, cynicism, and lack of accomplishment among the staff 

•

After all being a great employer which the Post is, does not only mean job security and benefits. 
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CONCLUSION
A decade ago most postal Operators were talking about a Postal crisis . Declining mail volumes , meant
declining revenues. They felt that reducing HR costs and downsizing was the only solution. They would
complain that Unions were against modernization . The whole financial planning was to reduce pension
liabilities , perhaps sell off postal infrastructure , privatise and engage more part time workers who could not
agitate or be a financial burden .
However, the reality and changes in the economic order has presented a very different scenario and resulted
in changes in the thinking at both the management and the union level. They have come to realise that the
character of the posts as a trusted agency , close to the people and as a technology driven service provider
of not just Postal Services , but also e-government , financial and ancillary services will always remain or at
least will surely stay till the next round of technological disruption.
Thus postal work places, Post offices and mail offices , will be modern not just in their look, but also in their
work culture , customer handling , employee benefits and sense of purpose and engagement of the staff.
During the 20th Century , a large number of
scholars had advocated workers participation in
management . This was because large state
enterprises (like the Posts) were seen as
wasteful and non efficient. The state was the
single owner of the enterprise, the workers
were not owners and hence had no ownership
feeling in the management or the direction that
the enterprise was taking. What resulted finally,
was the state enterprise was basically a huge
source of employment, but produced more
losses than value.

• NONE OF US CAN DO IT BY OURSELVES
• WE ALL NEED EACH OTHER ….
•

AND ALL THE OTHERS IN OUR

ORGANISATIONS TO MAKE IT HAPPEN

Derek Osborne – Leadership for Managers ,Bangkok
May 2015

Towards a New Philosophy
In looking for solutions to problems , we, that is the Posts or people working in the posts, tend to be often
caught up in habitual cycles of thinking and acting. Perhaps it’s time to think differently. Some of the greatest
inventions have come about by some innovative thinking. The Post is still the largest delivery artery in the
world. We must see the glass as half full and approach our problems differently and with optimism and with
an acceptance that failure may happen but it cannot reduce our resolve.
In the New economy perhaps the time has really come for greater worker participation in management.
Participative management, rather than industrial action and confrontation alone can bring success. A sense
of ownership is a must for the success of any venture. Responsibility for success or failure cannot only rest
with the top management. All stakeholders, when thinking in a coherent manner alone can help take
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decisions. Once one is involved in the decision , then one becomes more responsible also. I would even go
to the extent to suggest that workers should have some ownership of the enterprise, as it will bring true
democracy and equality. At present Postal and other large enterprises are run along similar lines as were
medieval kingdoms. The board of Directors is like the king and his cabinet of the old days , there is mostly
top down management with little trust or delegation. Without participation, there is not much affection or
loyalty towards the kingdom (the enterprise). The union , while they play a great role in protecting interests
of workers , which is their raison d’etre, need to take a more unifying role to protect the enterprise or
kingdom from the enemies of competition and changing circumstance , aswell.
Therefore, the HR managers have to be involved with Trade unions
for looking at the career development of Postal employees from the
perspective of the job requirements in the future. It is no use to plan
a career which may not be needed later on. The direction that the
Postal organization is taking should be clearly discussed with a focus
on what is important and not just on what is urgent. The future
Horizons are not darkening .
Today we have time to think and assess where we are and properly
plan and map out the next bit of our journey.

******************
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